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Abstract

Analytical equations have been obtained for the
unavailabilities of redundant standby safety systems
vith components tested periodically. Test and repair
contributions, hardware failures, human testing and
repair errors as well as failures due to true demands
have been taken into account• Equations have been
derived for m-out-of-n systems (l<m<n<4) with uniformly
staggered, consecutive and random testing schemes.
The equations have been used in a computer code,
ICARUS, and applied to practical safety systems. The
results are useful for optimizing the redundancy and
testing and they illustrate the importance of human/
testing errors and failures associated with true
demands.

Introduction

Engineered safety systems, such as an emergency
core cooling system of a nuclear power plant, consist
of redundant subsystems that are inactive during
normal operation of a plant. These cold-standby
systems are activated by the plant protection system
when emergency events occur- The safety systems are
usually built with n-out-of-n (m/n) redundancy, v;hich
means that only m out of n existing trains are nec-
essary to cope with an accident. The systems are
tested periodically to reveal and repair failures
that may have occurred since the previous activation.
The availability of a safety system, when a true
demand occurs, depends on the degree of redundancy,
testing strategy, component failure rates and human
errors associated with testing and repair. Equations
are derived in this paper for the average unavail-
abilities of m/n-systems (l<m<n<4) allowing a large
selection of failure modes and testing schemes.
Analytical equations are economical for sensitivity
and optimization studies. Another reason for
developing analytical methods is that numerical
techniques are not always accurate for highly re-
dundant systems (Ref. 1).

This paper combines and extends earlier ana-
lytical works (Refs. 2-4) by allowing separate down-
times due to testing and repair as well as failures
due to true demands and human errors in testing and
repair. Ref. 5 can be viewed as a theoretical
framework on which the component modeling and some
key assumptions are based. The parameters of the model
are estimated from documented data on nuclear power
plants.

To apply the approach, the ICARUS computer code
was written to calculate the average unavailability,
the optimum test interval and contributions due to
testing, repair and random failures for m/n-systems
with three different testing schemes. Typical safety
systems were analyzed with the code The results
demonstrate the importance of human errors and fail-
ures due to demands, and these failure modes decrease
the significance of increasing redundancy. The
advantage of staggered testing over consecutive testing
is also Indicated as well as the general behavior of
the unavailability as a function of the test interval.

Notation

n Test interval, time between complete test cycles

s Time since beginning of test interval

u Test duration

T Repair duration for a failed component

q« Fraction of u that component is down during a
test

p Probability of failure due to a test, failure
repaired after the test

V Probability of failure due to a test, failure
not repaired before the next test

Probability o£ failure due to a true demand

Probability that a failed component is not de-
tected by a test or not repaired

Failure rate of component

Proability that a component enters the test
failed

1-a, where a is any of the previously
defined probabilities

Unavailability of a Component

The unavailability U(t) of a component is defined
as the probability that the component does not perform
its intended function if a true demand occurs at time t.
There is a probability P that the demand itself causes
a failure. Thus,

U(t) - p + (1 - p) u(t), (1)

where u(t) is the probability that the component is
already in a failed state when the demand occurs.
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Since the component is tested periodically, u(t)
approaches rapidly an asymptotic periodic function
(Ref. 5). In this work we consider this asymptotic
period, beginning vith a test, followed by a repair
(if needed) and by a standby period.

The instantaneous unavailability u(t) can be
presented as a sura of mutually exclusive contribu-
tions as follows:

u(s) = q« + q(p + qopY q»pYQXs ; 0<s<u, (2)

u(s) = p + pY + pYQ + PYQXs ; u<s<u + T ,

u(s) " Xs + (1 - Xs) (Qio + Q Y ) ; u + t<s<n ,

where the unavailability l-exp(-Xs) due to X is
approximated by Xs (s<n).

The definition Q •= u(n) yields frou Eq. 4

Y + Xn ,

(3)

Q -
(5)

«Xn

where 4 « HI - Y« These equations are somewhat extend-
ed from those of Ref. 6 by explicitly including pa-
rameters p, Y and u.

The Eqs. 1-5 can be considerably simplified if
P, P, Q, u/ n and T/H are spall compared to unity.
This is usually the case in practical applications.
With these assumptions, U(s) of Eq. 1 can be written as

U(s) - A + an (const.) ; 0<s<o-,

U(s) » B + bn (const.) ; u<s<u + T ,

C + DXs ; u + T<s<n ,

(6)

(7)

(8)

where the coefficients independent of n and s arc

A - q. + 5,B , B - P + p + (2 - «)Y/(1 - «) , (9,10)

a - q,A/(l - 6) , b - X/(l - «) , (11,12)

C - P + Y / d - «) , D - (1 + «)/d - «) • (13,14)

The parameter u only appears through variable 6,
which has a minor effect on Eqs. 9-14. For this
reason the r.h.s. of Eq. 8 was simplified from a
more precise form C + 6Xn/(l - 5) + Xs.

The average unavailability is defined as

5 • ; { " U ( s ) d s •

(15)

This can be interpreted as being the "unavail-
ability per true demand" when the true demands are
rare events compared to the testing frequency (Ref. 5).
This again is a common situation in practice. Eqs.
6-8, 15 yield

e. D ( 1 6 )

U - — + C + XTe + ^ Xn '

where the effective testing time 6e and the effec-

tive repair tivne te are defined as

ee = (A - C) u + (B - C)T a q,u + (p + y)T ,

T e - (T + q,u)/(l • t) = T + q",u ,

(17)

(18)

The contributions of testing, repair and other
failures are easily identified in the terms of Eq.
(16). The optimum test interval nt as a solution of
equation dU/dn = 0 is

DX

1/2
(19)

0 is not very sensitive to n within a factor of
two f rom n o«

The above results are valid not only for a
single component but also for a train of components
in series. The failure rate X of a train is the sum
of the failure rates of the components, and similar
rules are valid for P, p, Y and u. For a train, u)
is a weighted average of the component ID'S, with
weights Q from Eq. 5 for individual components.
The repair time t for a train is also a weighted
average of the component repair times (Ref. 5).

Typical values for a train consisting of a punp
and two valves, such as illustrated in Fig. 1, are
given in Table I. With these data, which are within
the ranges indicated in Ref. 7, Eq. 19 yields n« =
611 h and Eq. 16 with n •= nt yields U •= 0.0084.
About 72% of this unavailability is due to C * p + Y,
13% is due to random failures (X) and 12% is due to
tpcling downtime qou.

Input Data

u

T

q#

p

y

P.
CO

X

Table I
For ICARUS Example

3.0 h

14.0 h

0.2

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.02

3.6 x 10"6/h

Since the unavailability is never smaller than
C " p + Y, the failures related to human/testing
errors (Y) and true demands (p) often determine the
ultimate availability achievable for a safety system.
Consequently, the reliability data collection systems
should pay special attention to determine these para-
meters accurately.

Systems with Staggered Testing

In the uniformly staggered testing scheme the
components of the redundancies 1=1,2,...,n are test~
ed at times s •» 0, n/n, 2n/n respectively. The
component unavailabilities U^ can be defined in terms
of U(s), Eqs. 6-8, as Ut » U[s - (i - l)n/n], 1 - 1 ,
2 n, since U(s) is periodic and U(-s) - U(n - s ) .
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Two-component Systems

The instantaneous unavailability of a l-out-of-2
system is the product Uj .^ (s) » UjU2 » U(s) U(s + n/2):

U 1 / 2 (s) <= (A + an)(C + DXn/2) ; 0<s<u , (20)

Ul/2 " ( B I)Xr/'2) ' u < s- u

< C + D X s ) I C + D X ( s t<s<n/2.(22)

Since the durations of both of the test (u) and
the repair (T 7 are short compared to n, the unavail-
ability of the component that is on standby is held
constant (C + DXn/2) while the other one is under-
going test and repair.

The average unavailability for this system is

"1/2 •=-
n

U, ., (s) ds. (23)

The integration is performed over only one-half the
interval since the second half is identical, with only
the roles of the components changed* Kq. 23 yields

Ul/2

5

C 2 + 2CXte DX6e DXn(XTe + C)

where U1/2 and C1/3 are given by Eqs. 24 and
26, respectively.

The unavailability of a 3-out-of-3 system is
U3/3 - 1 - (1 - Ui)(l - U2)(l - U3), the average
of which is

113/3 - 3U - U2/3 - "1/3 • (28)

U, U2/3 and U1/3 are given by Eqs. 16, 27 and 26,
respectively.

Four-component Systems

The unavailability of a l-out-of-4 system is
the product Uj/4 • U1U2U3U4 of the component un-
availabilities with tests shifted by n/4 with respect
to each other. The average of this in polynomial
form Is

n 4C30pul/4 " — — + 6C2DXBe

+ CDXn (6CXte +11/4 DX6e + 2C
2)

+ 1/8 D2x2n2(22CJTe + 3DA6e + 11C
2)

+ 3/8 D3x3n3(xTe + c) + 251/7680

(29)

where the assumption (<J + t)2/n2 « 1 was used to
neglect higher order terms. The polynomial form of
Eq. 24 in terms of D makes it relatively easy_ to find
the optimum test interval as a solution of dUj/2/dn »
0. The optimum n is smaller than n» given by Eq. 19.

The unavailability of a 2-out-of-2 system is
u2/2 • 1 - (1 - Ul)(l - U2). The average of this is

"2/2 - 2U - Ul/2. (25)

where U and C1/2 are give by Eqs. 16 and 24,
respectively.

Three-component Systems

The unavailability of a l-out-of-3 system is the

product Uj/3 - U1U2U3 oi component unavailabilities,

with tests shifted by n/3 with respect to each other.

The average of this product in polynomial form is

Uj/3 -
3C °e

C 3 + 3C2Xie + 3CDX0e

+ DXn (3CXte + 2/3 DX6e + 3/2 C
2) (26)

+ 2/3 D2x2n2 (xte + C) + 1/12 D
3X3n3.

A 2-out-of-3 system is not available if two or
more components fall. The unavailability is U2/3 "
U1U2 + U1U3 + U2U3 - 2O1U2U3. It turns out that the
average of this is

U 2/ 3 - 3Ui/2 - 2UJ/3 + D
2X2n2/24, (27)

The unavailability of a 2-out-of-4 system can
be written os U2/4 « UjU2U3 + U1U2U4 + U1.U3U4 +
U2U3U4 - 3U1U2U3U4. The average of this expres-
sion is a lengthy equation. However, with a good
accuracy

D3X3n3/24, (30)

where U1/3 is given by Eq. 26, U1/4 by Eq. 29
and the error is less than 3 percent (usually much
less).

A 3-out-of-4 system is seldom used in practice.
For the sake of completeness, the average unavail-
ability is given as

"3/4 " 6«l/2 " 8U1/3 D 2X 2n 2/8, (31)

where Ux/2, "l/3 and U1/4 are given by Eqs. 24,26,
and 29, respectively, and the error is less than 3
percent•

Finally, for a 4-out-of-4 system, all compo-
nents must be available for the system to be avail-
able. The average unavailability is

U4/4 - 4U - U3/4 - 02/4 - U1/4, (32)

where U is given by Kg. 16, and the higher order
terms U3/4, U2/4 and U1/4 by Eqs. 31, 30, and 29,
respectively.

Systems with Random Testing

In this random testing scheme, the components
are tested at randomly shifted times throughout the
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Interval. The average unavailability for any m/n
system can be given by the expression

"m/n
k=ii=m4l

where U is the U of Eq. 16 and (£) is the binomial
coefficient n!/[(n - k)!k!J. Eq. 33 is clarified in
Table II.

Table II

Average Unavailability Equations for

m/n Systems with Random Testing Scheme

m/n Om/n

1/2

2/2

1/3

2/3

3/3

I/A
2/4

3/4

4/4

U2

2U - U 2

u3

3U2 - 2U3

3U - 3U2 4 0 3

U*
4U3 - 30*

6U2 -8U3 4 3UA

-2 -3 -4
4U - 6U 4 40 - U

All systems tested in this random scheme have the
same optimum test interval. This interval, na, is
defined by Eq. 19 and is thought of as being the
average optimum test interval.

The random testing scheme is hardly ever used in
practice. The value of Eq. 33 is in the fact that it
provides a good approximation for the staggered
testing scheme Eqs. 24-32 in the region n>n«. Eq.
33 (Table II) is much easier to use than the detailed
equations derived in the previous section. Practical
safety systems can be designed and test intervals
selected so that U<0.1. Thus, the higher order terns
in Table II can be neglected in most applications, and
the remaining first terras are easy to use in cost-
benefit analysis to select a system with optimum
redundancy.

In the region n<nif the random testing Eq. 33
yields larger unavailabilities than the staggered testing
scheme. This is because the random testing allows more
than one component to be simultaneously out of service
due to testing.

A system tested with the consecutive scheme is
more susceptible to human common mode failures than
if staggered testing is used. This Is because exactly
the same personnel usually tests all components and
thus may repeat errors made in the first test^ The
likelihood of such errors is enhanced by the fact
that no recovery time is available in the consecutive
testing to review and improve performance from comp-
onent to component. In case repeated errors may b-t
important, the reader should consult Ref. 3. For the
time being, we are interested in the ultimate avail-
ability achievable and assume repeated error contribu-
tions to be negligible.

The instantaneous unavailabilities for components
(trains) 1=1,2 n are Uj - U [s - (i - 1) o/n].
Thus, the instantaneous unavailability of a l-out-of-2
system is Uj/2(s) " U1 U2 = u <s> °( s " u># T n e average
of this is obtained by Integrating separately over the
intervals 0<s<u, v<s<2u, 2u<s <u 4 t, u 4 T<S<T 4 2u
and T 4 2u<s<n. The unavailabilities Uj/2 (s) for
these intervals are (A 4 an)(C 4 DAn), (B 4 bn)
(A 4 an), (B 4 bn) 2, IC 4 DA(u 4 t)](B 4 bn) and
(C 4 CAs) 2, respectively.

The average Is

Ul/2 " {U[AB 4 AC 4 BC - 3C2 4 BOA (t 4 u)] 4

(T -U)(B2 - C2))/n 4 C 2 4 2Bb(T - V) 4 u ( 3 ^

{A(b 4 DA) 4 a(B 4 C) 4 b[C 4 DA (i 4 o)]}

+ n (Uafb 4 DA) + b2(T - u) 4 CDAJ 4 1/3 D 2A 2n 2.

For a 2-out-of-2 system, the average unavailability
Is O2/2 = 20 - Ui/2« Since the equations become in-
creasingly complicated for higher order redundancies,
the results are not presented here, but have been pro-
grammed into the ICARUS computer code.

Sensitivity Studies

Fig. 1 Is a simplified diagram of a typical
l-out-of-2 auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) used in
nuclear power plants. To Illustrate the importance of
special failure modes and different testing schemes,
such systems with paraneters given In Table 1 (per
train) were analyzed.

The minimum average unavailabilities for differ-
ent system configurations and testing schemes are
given in Table III. Results are also given with p « y
• 0 to see the effect of thess parameters for diffe~
ent systems.

Systems with Consecutive Testing

In the consecutive testing scheme, the components
(trains) are tested at times s » 0, u, 2u,...,(n - l)u,
I.e. one after another allowing one test crew to serve
all components. Following each test, a repair begins,
If needed. In addition to the practicable assumptions
that lend to Eqs. 6-14, we assume that T>(n - l)u,
i.e. repair is not completed before all n components
have been tested.

The results Indicate that Increasing the redun-
dancy ol the system (from top to bottom in Table III)
improves the availability much more if v and p are
small than if they are large. Staggered testing also
seems to be somewhat better than consecutive testing,
more so when Y and P are small.
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TO COOLING CIRCUIT

TESTING — - * 4
LINES —

0/6 D/6

FROM
RESERVOIR

J
200 400 600

TEST INTERVAL, h
800 1000

Fig. 1. Simplified Flow Diagram of an Auxiliary
Feedwater System.

Fig* 2. Unavailability of a l-out-of-2 System
as a Function of Test Interval.

To illustrate the behavior of the unavailability
aB a function of the test interval, this function Is
presented in Fig. 2 for a l-out-of-2 system with
parameters from Table I. The curves are also present-
ed for a higher failure rate X = 3 x 10~5/h, that
corresponds to the case that diesel generators are the
only power supply. The high failure rate of a diesol
generator added to that of a pump and valves c]early
increases the unavailability and decreases the opti-
mum test interval. Fortunately, off-site power is
available in most cases when the safety system is
needed, and the weighted average of the curves with
different X-values would be closer to the curves with
smaller A. The general behavior of the unavailability

curve is such that it increases rapidly with decreas-
ing test interval below the optimum, but increases
slowly with increasing test interval above the optimum.
Thus, it is safer to err in the direction of longer
test intervals when the parameters are not accur-
ately known•

Since analytical equations are used in the
ICARUS code, the calculations are very fast. Less
than Is of CPU-time on IBM 370/195 was needed to
generate the results on Table III and Fig. 2. A
standard Hewton-Raphson method (Ref. 9) is used in
ICARUS to find the optimum test intervals.

Table IT!

Average I'nnvatlaMHl lc& for Varlnus System

Configurations an I T*r.t Inc. EchenoR at the Opt (nun Trst Interval

SVSTtfl STAGGERED TtSTIKG
p * v - 0 0 - T - 0.003

RMtBOH TtSTINC
p - Tr • 0 • ( > • > • 0.003

CONSECUTIVE TESTINC
0 - v - O 0 » v a 0.003

I/I

3/«

2/3

1/2

2/4

1/3

1/4

2.2 . 10

3.1 . 10

1.5 . 10

i.2 .

2.1 .

7.0 .

2.3 .

5.9 .

10

io-'

ID"5

ID"'

ID"7

5

2

9

1

4

.8 .

.9 .

.7 .

.« .

.6 .

10

10

ID

to

10
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Data Base

A large amount of reliability data is already
available for the hardware failure rates, testing
tines and repair tines of conventional components
(Ref• 7). The amount of data on human errors is
small, although Ref. 7 gives rough probability
estimates for a number of typical human errors. To
determine numerical values for the paraneters y>, <•>,
Y, and P of our model, it is necessary to evaluate
field data on abnornal occurencies reported to
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Failures in Auxil-
iary Feedwater Systems (AFWS) that occurred in
1974-1°76 have been collected in Ref. 8. When the
list oi occurrences in Kef. 8. and relevant dockets
are evaluated, it is possible to select failures
that can be assigned p, "r, i» and p designation, depend-
ing on whether the failure was due to inspection
and testing (p, Y/» repair (<u) or a true demand (p),
i.e. an initiating event. The nost relevant cases
are summarized in Table IV. This assignment is
6onewhat subjective since the descriptions of the
occurrences are not always complete and the causes
may not be known precisely.

Table IV

Data for *. *, p and 0 \n AFWS

50-30'.-]83

50-250-210

5O-?R2-?74

50-261-454

50-2B7-?(,8

50-344-38 7

50-336-S19

Dflto Rrlrv.int Conjionenl F.lllurr Typf

2/\7/\0li DIOBDI r-'iu'tjlor »

5/OS/1974 f.lrnric pun,, ,

6/13/1971 HI. puni. tir.il.or y

l im/ !9"> Stmn pun,. gov.'rrmr ,

4'.'9/l975 Firap u

10/19/197*. Rtran j'iin|> t l i ru t t l r valvi- *

7/74/1(7* Str.in v.ilv.- tnrquv BVltcli t or u, p

G/0(,/l9'4 St.-.m purp p

3/OWl'W' Stf.in pimp lufbtm- p, p

In all, there were six Y failures, two u fail-
ures, three p failures and (possibly) one P failure.
In the three-year period, there were 3209 failures
in pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants, 95 of
which were AFWS failures. During this period, the
35 plants studied had 83 years of total operating
experience. Since most plants have an AFWS with
three redundant trains, tested monthly, the total
number of test demands was about 3000. An estimate
for Y is

T - 6 failures/3000 tests « 0.002,

vith a relevant uncertainty '10"3 associated with

It. The definition of u yields

w - 2 failures to repair/95 failures - 0.02,

with an uncertainty 'lO"2. Although the value of u
Is greater than Y, the contribution it makes to the
average unavailability of a system is smaller (be-
cause the probability of an AFWS failure is small).
ka estimate for p is

p - 3 failures/3000 tests «• 0.001

wJth an uncertainty ^10"^. The value of p depends
on the initiating event under consideration as well
as on the criteria used when designing the system.
A generic estimate is difficult to give, although
p •= p may be a reasonable choice.

Conclusions

Comprehensive analytical models have been
developed for the unavailabilities of ra/n redundant
standby safety systens subject to three testing
schemes. A computer code ICARUS has been written to
calculate the average unavailability as a function of
the test interval, the optinuin test interval and the
contributions of testing, repair and randon failures.
It has been shown that the parameters of thr iaodels
can be estimated from documented failure data, and
have been estin.ited for the auxiliary feedwater
systens of FUR's. Applications to typical systems
have demonstrated the importance of hunan/testing
failures and the potential significance of failures
due to true demands, even when cenmon mode failures
are not present. The results can be used in the cost-
benefit analyses to optimize the system redundancy,
the testing scheme and the test interval.

Repeated human errors and other cocnon mode
failures can be taken into account by the total
unavailability equation

rc - rc)

where j"c> the unavailability due to common cause
failures, includes the fraction of tests that leave
the system down, the fraction of demands that fail the
whole system etc. Work is underway to quantify rc
and to include in the formalism failures that are
systematically not detectable by periodic tests.
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